The paper analyses forwarding performance of IPsec gateway over the rage of offered loads. It focuses on the forwarding rate and packet loss particularly at the gateway's performance peak and at the state of gateway's overload. It explains possible performance degradation when the gateway is overloaded by excessive offered load. The paper further evaluates different approaches for obtaining forwarding performance parametersa widely used throughput described in RFC 1242, maximum forwarding rate with zero packet loss and us proposed equilibrium throughput. According to our observations equilibrium throughput might be the most universal parameter for benchmarking security gateways as the others may be dependent on the duration of test trials.
I. INTRODUCTION
The significance of communication through the IP networks raises in all spheres of human activity. With increasing amount of transferred data and diversity of services grows also the amount of potential attacks and threats. The security standard is continually heightening and it is a challenge to fulfil the one when the amount of secured traffic is increasing at the same time. Process of securing the network traffic represented by encryption and/or authentication of packet flow is generally considered as computationally intensive. One of widely deployed security mechanisms for this purpose is IPseca suite of protocols, standards and rules, which can deliver these security services and also set up virtual private networks (VPNs) [1] .
Evaluating the performance of IPsec gateway is important for vendors, service providers and customers. It is vital in device manufacturing and marketing, designing secure networks, VPNs, dimensioning traffic loads or in auditing the existing networks and devices. A demand for evaluating IPsec gateway performance is emphasized by the fact that forwarding performance of IPsec gateway expressed either in bits per second or in packets per second is not constant and not linear over the range of packet sizes [2] . The situation is illustrated in Figure 1 . Moreover, as will be presented in the paper, forwarding performance of the gateway may decrease when it is overloaded by excessive offered load.
It is rather complicated to analytically calculate an actual performance of an IPsec gateway for particular nature of network traffic because the performance is determined by various parameters. These include performance of hardware components (e.g. processing units, memory, bus), software components (e.g. operating system kernel, cryptographic framework, algorithm library) and operational features (e.g. a/synchronous mode of operation, interrupt coalescing, etc.).
Measuring then becomes a reliable and convenient way for evaluating forwarding performanceon the devices either in-situ or in laboratory. To perform effective and accurate measurements we need to know all specific phenomena related to IPsec performance on a security gateway as well as to be equipped by a wise measuring tool. The tests should be performed in a confident, convenient and usually the fastest possible way.
In this paper we discuss methodology for measuring forwarding performance of IPsec gateway. We focus on how the forwarding rate and CPU utilization of IPsec process is dependent on the amount of offered load. Special attention is put on the peak of forwarding rate and also on the state of gateway overloading. We identify the differences between gateways equipped and not equipped by a separate hardware crypto accelerator.
Structure of the paper is following: First, the background of existing measurement methodology for IPsec gateways is presented, potential fields for enhancements are identified and the terminology that will be used in paper is defined. Proposed is also the parameter equilibrium throughput which should be more universal than existing benchmarking parameters. Next follows the analysis of forwarding rate and CPU utilization of IPsec gateway with and without hardware crypto accelerator over the range of offered loads. Explained is the reason of decreasing forwarding rate on overloaded gateway when no hardware crypto accelerator is present. Lastly, the methodology and algorithm for obtaining equilibrium throughput is proposed.
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II. BACKGROUND OF THE MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY AND MOTIVATION FOR THE WORK
Motivation for our work was the fact that despite number of performance studies of IPsec gateways there is to our knowledge not much literature dealing with the gateway performance dependency on the offered load, particularly with the scope on the performance peak and the gateway overloading, and also with the measurement methodology itself.
We also found out that the parameter throughput defined in RFC 1242 [3] with measurement methodology in RFC 2544 [4] may be in case of benchmarking security gateways dependant on duration of the test. In our opinion this might be a considerable drawback of its design. Since IETF drafts -Terminology for Benchmarking IPsec Devices‖ [5] and -Methodology for Benchmarking IPsec Devices‖ [6] , which are directly focused on methodology of IPsec device testing, are operating with this very parameter, we decided to confront it with us proposed parameter equilibrium throughput.
Measurement methodology recommended by aforementioned IETF documents is to use an iterative search algorithm with adjusting offered load and employing UDP protocol. Importance of such search algorithm is supported by the fact that forwarding performance of a gateway that is not equipped by a separate cryptographic accelerator may decrease when the gateway is overloaded, as will be presented in the paper. To our knowledge none of the freely available measuring tools support such search algorithm, including up-to-date versions of widely used Iperfversion 2.0.5 [7] , Netperfversion 2.5.0 [8], Hpcbench [9] , D-ITGversion 2.8.0 [10] , UDPmonversion 1.2.6 [11] and a list of others [12] . Therefore we present a proposal of such algorithm in a pseudo-code which may be implemented as a Bash script [13] and used altogether with Iperf.
III. TERMINOLOGY
In the paper we use terminology for device performance testing introduced mainly in RFC 1242, RFC 2544, RFC 2285 [14] and aforementioned IETF drafts focused on IPsec benchmarking. The essential terms are:
 Offered loadthe rate at which device under test receives the frames at a specified interface [14] .  Forwarding ratethe rate at which a device can be observed to successfully transmit to the correct destination interface in response to a specified offered load. It makes no explicit reference to frame loss [14] .  Throughput (RFC 1242 throughput)the maximum rate at which none of the offered frames are dropped by the device [3, 5] . Important note is that this parameter is related to the offered load, i.e. it is interpreted as the maximum rate of frames sent to the device that leads to zero packet loss. For better comprehensibility of the terms in the paper we will refer it to as RFC 1242 throughput.  Maximum forwarding rate (MFR)the highest forwarding rate of a device taken from an iterative set of forwarding rate measurements, regardless of packet loss. MFR is often recorded when the device is little overloaded, but it should not be exploited to suggest that the device sustainably supports such rates of transmission [14] . It provides only supplementary information about performance of the device for a special situation.
 Maximum forwarding rate with zero loss (MFRZL)
parameter with concept [15] similar to RFC 1242 throughput. The difference is that it is related to the forwarding rate, i.e. to the maximal rate of traffic processed by the device with zero packet loss. It is sometimes confused with RFC 1242 throughput as both parameters are based on the packet loss evaluation. As will be shown in this paper, these parameters may diverse a lot, however.  Equilibrium throughputwe propose this parameter as the highest forwarding rate of a device that is the same as offered load. Equivalent would be also inversed definition, i.e. the highest offered load that is the same as forwarding rate of device.
According to our observations equilibrium throughput is more suitable to universally describe the performance of security gateways than MFRZL or RFC 1242 throughput. The reason is that both last mentioned parameters based on evaluation of the packet loss may be dependent on duration of the test. This situation illustrates Figure 2 .
When offered load exceeds the rate of equilibrium throughput, the device becomes overloaded. Offered load is now higher than forwarding rate and the system memory storing the packets (in this situation we can refer it to as an IPsec buffer) begins to fill. Despite this disparity, in a test of finite duration the buffer may cause that no packet is lost. During mild overload forwarding rate may be a little higher than during equilibrium statehigher density of arriving packets utilizes remaining CPU resources and leads to a higher probability for interrupt coalescing [16, 17, 18] . This means that MFRZL and RFC 1242 throughput, which are based on the packet loss evaluation, will be measured higher than equilibrium throughput. The shorter the test or the larger the IPsec buffer, the higher would be their value. And vice versa, the longer the test or the shorter the IPsec buffer, the closer are both parameters to equilibrium throughput.
Only in a test of infinite duration or when the IPsec buffer is of zero length all parameters would be equal. Mentioned dependency on duration of the test may be a considerable drawback of MFRZL and RFC 1242 throughput designs and therefore we propose equilibrium throughput as the most universal parameter in benchmarking and comparing IPsec devices.
On the other hand, MFRZL and RFC 1242 throughput would be useful to evaluate the capability of device to store excessive packets during a test trial of particular length. When presenting information based on these parameters duration of the test should be cited then.
IV. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT
We evaluated IPsec performance on Cisco 1841 Integrated Services Routers with integrated hardware crypto accelerator engine. Experiment environment was set as depicted in Figure 3 . Two Cisco 1841 routers acted as the security gateways. All device connections were made using 100 Mbps Fastethernet links to ensure that forwarding bottleneck is IPsec processing on the router, not the link interface.
As a traffic generator and measurement tool we used Iperf version 2.0.5 which was installed on two endpoints with operating system Linux Ubuntu version 10.04one acting as a client, i.e. the traffic transmitter, and the second as a server, i.e. the traffic receiver. We implemented a Bash script to trigger Iperf automatically with desired parameters.
As a transport protocol was used UDP because TCP employs flow and error control unneeded for our experiment. Important noteinput and output values in Iperf are related to the payload on Layer 4 of OSI model excluding L4 header, thus all the rates and sizes in this paper are related to UDP datagram payloads, too. Default settings in the testing scenario were these: 
A. Hardware crypto accelerator enabled
First we take a look at relation of forwarding rate of IPsec process and offered load when the hardware crypto accelerator is enabled. These values are plotted in Figure  4 . The values of most interest (i.e. the peak of forwarding rate) were obtained by a step measurement with a step of 0.05 Mbps in interval from 18 Mbps to 19 Mbps of the offered load.
When continuously increasing offered load, forwarding rate is the same as offered load until it reaches equilibrium throughput at 18.15 Mbps. Until this point no packet is lost. Further increasing of offered load causes small increase of forwarding rate, but these values are not equal further. However, due to buffer the packets are not being discarded in a 30 second test until offered load is 18.40 Mbps with forwarding rate 18.36 Mbps. These values represent RFC 1242 throughput and MFRZL. At offered load 18.95 Mbps we reach the MFR, which is 18.83 Mbps. When the rate of offered load overruns MFR the forwarding rate decreases very slightly (minus 0.21%). With a further increase of offered load, however, it persists at the same level. Figure 2 : Explanation of forwarding rate behaviour at its peak: (a) MFRZL lies between equilibrium throughput and MFR. If the test was shorter or the buffer was larger, the packet loss would occur at the higher offered loads (b) The lower chart illustrates an example when in a finite-duration test the packet loss occurs only with offered load higher than the one associated to MFR. RFC 1242 throughput is then much higher than all other parameters, and MFRZL equals to MFR.
Values are presented for the test duration of 30 seconds. Now we take a look at forwarding performance for different test durations. As results from Figure 5 and Table I , there is not a significant variance in equilibrium throughput as the duration of the test changes. In contrast, RFC 1242 throughput, MFRZL and also MFR show differences. In a case of RFC 1242 throughput the difference is 4.9% between maximal and minimal value, in a case of MFRZL the difference is 4.3% and in a case of MFR 1%. It is apparent that the shorter the test, the higher may be offered load that results into zero packet loss. Therefore RFC 1242 throughput may be reported relatively high. In the next section we introduce situation when the dependency on the test duration emerges even more.
B. Hardware crypto accelerator disabled
When hardware crypto accelerator is disabled, behavior of forwarding rate is different. The dependency of forwarding rate and packet loss on offered load is plotted in Figure 6 . The values of most interest are obtained by the step measurement with the step of 0.005 Mbps in interval from 3.4 Mbps to 4.4 Mbps of the offered load.
First difference is that after reaching maximal forwarding rate (at 3.481 Mbps in this case), further increase of offered load causes forwarding rate decrease. This behavior might be very trickythe performance of security gateway can decrease significantly if the amount of IPsec traffic is overdesigned. Moreover, wrong information about the device performance could be obtained if an improper methodology of testing was implemented. Reason of described performance degradation will be discussed in the next section.
Second difference is that since the IPsec buffer is relatively high to the packet rate, device can sustain higher excessive offered load at the particular test durations with showing out a zero packet loss. During 30 second test the loss begins by offered load 3.590 Mbps, which is then RFC 1242 throughput, and it is 4% higher than equilibrium throughput. 17 In Figure 7 and Table II Duration of the tests recommended by benchmarking methodology literature varies from 30 seconds [19] to 60 seconds [4, 6] and more. As can be seen from Table II and Figure 7 , RFC 1242 throughput is quite fluxional over this interval. In the need for stable value we have to run the test at least for 120 seconds. This is inconvenient especially when we employ UDP throughput search algorithm which requires running of a number of test iterations. The parameter equilibrium throughput then emerges as a suitable alternative. It can evaluate performance of gateway universally with requirement of considerably shorter test trials.
VI. CPU UTILIZATION
To reveal the reason of mentioned IPsec forwarding rate behaviour we take a look at CPU utilization. Cisco IOS provides this information using command -show processes cpu‖, which covers utilization of last 5 seconds, 1 minute and 5 minutes. The utilization is split between operations on an interrupt level and on a process level. First we analyze CPU utilization of the gateway with hardware crypto accelerator enabled.
A. Hardware crypto accelerator enabled
Examining CPU utilization we find out that with enabled hardware crypto accelerator the IPsec forwarding performance is determined by the amount of operations executed on the interrupt level. The operations include mainly IPsec protocol stack execution, i.e. AH (Authentication Header) and ESP (Encapsulation Security Payload) headers processing, SPD (Security Policy Database) and SAD (Security Association Database) lookups, execution of cryptographic framework, which prepares transformation configuration for cryptographic accelerator, in SoftIRQ mode of a lower priority, and drivers execution in ISR (Interrupt Service Routine) mode of the highest priority [2] . On the process level, which has the lowest priority, there is no CPU utilization by the cryptographic operations, as they are done by the hardware crypto accelerator. Whole CPU utilization, let be maximum 99%, then consists of 96% utilization on the interrupt level and 3% on the process level. This minor utilization on the process level is the sum of common background not-intensive processes like Pool Manager, Cisco Discovery Protocol, Per-minute Jobs, DHCP protocol, Load Meter, routing protocols, etc.
In Figure 8 are presented values of CPU utilization on the range of different offered loads. For comparison, CPU utilization on the interrupt level for plaintext (non-IPsec) traffic is 12% at offered load 20 Mbps. As can be seen from the figure, trend of CPU utilization is not linear. The linearity appears only for offered load lower than about 10.3 Mbps, what is 58% of maximal measured forwarding rateat this point the CPU utilization is 88%. With further increase of offered load the utilization rises slowly and finally reaches 99% at maximal measured forwarding rate 18.8 Mbps. Interesting to note is that this CPU utilization behaviour does not affect forwarding rate at allit is strictly linear over the whole range of offered loads (until it reaches maximal forwarding rate).
This behaviour is not abnormal, however. Explanation is in interrupt coalescing which device applies when it is overloaded by incoming packets. In normal operation each incoming packet raises an interrupt which forces CPU to perform context switchingstore all important data from the current process, then execute interrupt service routine of a higher priority, and finally restore the interrupted process. This concept lowers latency for the packets, but consumes additional CPU resources. If interrupts reach certain rate, operating system or network adapter driver in order to avoid exhausting CPU fully by the interrupts switches to an interrupt coalescence mode. Multiple packets are then served by a single interrupt as there is a high probability that more packets arrive in a short time interval. This saves CPU resources because less context switching is performed [17, 18] For further understanding it is important to remind that maximal forwarding rate is achieved at almost full utilization of CPU on interrupt level. As a result, forwarding rate does not decrease when the device is overloaded (as was shown in Figure 4 ), because more packets cannot exhaust CPU by more interrupts. Instead, excessive packets are dropped from the overflowed receive buffer on the network adapter. This is in contrast with the case when crypto accelerator is disabled, as was shown in Figure 6 and will be also explained below.
B. Hardware crypto accelerator disabled
Total CPU utilization of IPsec processing without hardware crypto accelerator consists of two main components -interrupts handlers (ISR and SoftIRQ programs, explained in above section) and encryption process. The values on the range of different offered loads are shown in Figure 9 .
Until MFR is reached, both main components of total CPU utilization (bright orange) -CPU interrupts (orange) and encryption process (deep orange)are directly proportional to the offered load. Interesting to note is that interrupt utilization keeps linear trend over the whole inspected rangeunlike the case with hardware crypto accelerator enabled. Maximum forwarding rate of IPsec processing is achieved at total CPU utilization of 99%, where 81.5% is consumed by the encryption process, 18% by interrupt handling and the rest by minor processes. If we continue increasing offered load beyond this point, more CPU resources will be consumed by interrupt handling and less will be available for the encryption process itself. This leads into decrease of forwarding rate, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 9 . This emphasizes the need for evaluating the performance of a device for various types of traffic and packet lengths, as its overloading would lead to performance degradation.
VII. SEARCH ALGORITHM
We propose a hybrid step/binary search algorithm to measure equilibrium throughput. The pseudo-code is shown in Figure 10 . This method is applicable for both types of IPsec gatewaywith or without hardware crypto accelerator. Testing starts at chosen offered load (Oload). If measured forwarding rate (FWrate) equals to Oload, in next iteration is Oload increased by the step (step). This increase repeats until the first difference between Oload and FWrate is recorded. On the contrary, if initial Oload was set too high, algorithm would decrease it continuously in iterations without step change until Oload equals FWrate. This is the -step search‖ phase of the algorithm. Now the algorithm knows that the peak of forwarding rate lies between the last two iterations. Therefore in every following iteration is the step halved and the algorithm decides whether it is added to or subtracted from an Oload depending on the equality or inequality of Oload and FWrate. This is the -binary search‖ phase of the algorithm. Testing ends when step is lower than certain ratio of Oload, say 0.2% (tolerance for approximation), or the iteration count has reached the limit, say 16 iterations.
The algorithm can be implemented in any programming language. We implemented it as a Bash script that employs Iperf application. Function get_forwarding_rate() in Bash 4.0 [13] would then comprise of script shown in Figure 11 . The first command triggers Iperf with specified parameters and the second one extracts value of forwarding rate from the Iperf text output using consecutive Sed functions [21] .
VIII. ENHANCEMENT OF SEARCH ALGORITHM
As was mentioned in the introduction, throughput of IPsec process expressed in bits or packets per second is dependent on the packet size. This means that we have to perform several measurements for different packet sizes to create a throughput profile for the device. 
Offered load [Mbps]
Utilization on process level Total CPU utilization Utilization on interrupt level Forwarding rate There is a discussion how to effectively set initial values of Oload and step when benchmarking a device for various packet sizes with no awareness of its performance. Normally, the values should be set to cover whole interval given by the link bit-rate, i.e. Oload should be set to 50 % and step to 25 % of the link bit-rate. In [20] is presented general mathematical model of IPsec throughput and a method for calculation the throughput for different packet sizes from known throughput for two packet sizes. The method is based on a calculation of two characteristic parameters of IPsec process - 
We will assume that this method estimates throughput with certain inaccuracy, say 2 % at an average. To obtain precise values of IPsec throughput (i.e. with inaccuracy below 0.2%), aforementioned calculation can be integrated into the search algorithm. Such enhanced search algorithm will decrease required iteration counts for the tests.
Employment of the algorithm is following: First two measurements are performed with initial values set to cover whole link bandwidth. In every following measurement a calculated value calc R will be used as an initial offered load with step of 2 % of this value. Advantage of hybrid step/binary concept is that even if the actual value of throughput does not lie within the initially set interval (i.e. the inaccuracy of calculated value is greater than was expected), algorithm will locate the peak in its step phase. Binary algorithm would not converge to the correct value at all. Table III shows iteration counts for particular values of throughput when using normal setting of initial values and when employing throughput estimation method. For instance, IPsec throughput is 10 Mbps and normal setting of initial step is 25 Mbpsit takes 13 iterations to lower the step below 0.02 Mbps, what is considered as an approximation of the result. With estimation method initial step is 0.2 Mbps and it takes 6 iterations to approximate the result. 
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the paper we presented IPsec gateway performance dependency on the offered load and proposed considerations for effective performance testing. We inspected the IPsec gateway when it is congested by excessive offered load. In case of absenting hardware crypto accelerator, i.e. when resources of CPU are shared between encryption process and protocol processing, there might be considerable forwarding performance degradation when the device is overloaded. This emphasises need for knowing performance limits of the device.
According to our observations equilibrium throughput is more suitable parameter to universally describe performance of security gateway. Benchmarking parameters based on packet loss evaluation, i.e. RFC 1242 throughput and MFRZL, may be dependent on duration of the test. Employing equilibrium throughput as a benchmarking parameter also greatly shortens the time required for device testing. On the other hand, MFRZL and RFC 1242 throughput might be useful to evaluate capability of device for buffering excessive offered load during particular time interval. When presenting information based on these parameters, duration of the test should be then cited.
We proposed a hybrid step/binary search algorithm to measure equilibrium throughput. A hybrid algorithm takes the best from both separate algorithmsa step algorithm in first phase roughly and quickly locates the peak, binary algorithm then converges to the peak very closely. Therefore it is not essential to set initial values of search algorithm wide enough to cover the peak. Too wide interval would lead to higher iteration count and to longer duration of the test.
The paper also outlined several interesting and potential fields of further research. It will be interesting inspect IPsec gateway performance for different nature of traffic, e.g. more parallel flows containing one or more packet lengths, or flows with not-constant packet interdeparture time distributions. if FWrate = Oload then if trend = decreasing then peak := 1 fi; if peak = 1 then step := step/2 fi; Oload := Oload + step; trend := increasing; else if trend = increasing then peak := 1 fi; if peak = 1 then step := step/2 fi; Oload := Oload -step; trend := decreasing; fi; if step < Oload*tolerance then print(FWrate); break; fi; od; print(FWrate); end 
